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Steady growth of global manufacturing continues in February
The global manufacturing sector expanded for the
twenty-seventh consecutive month in February. The
rate of output growth accelerated to a six-month
high, as companies scaled up production to meet
rising levels of new work and new export orders.
The J.P.Morgan Global Manufacturing PMI™ – a
1
composite index produced by JPMorgan and Markit
in association with ISM and IFPSM – rose to 52.0 in
February, from 51.7 in January.
The US remained a prime driver of the global
manufacturing upturn, as the US PMI rose to a fourmonth high. Neighbouring Mexico also saw solid
growth during the latest survey month. However, the
Canadian PMI signalled contraction for the first time
in almost two years, as demand was hit by reduced
orders from the oil and gas sector.
Growth was seen across much of the European
manufacturing sector in February, with the strongest
pockets of expansion registered in the UK, Ireland,
Spain and East European nations such as Poland
and the Czech Republic. Growth was also signalled
in Germany, the Netherlands and Italy, while
downturns continued in France, Austria and Greece.
Completing the picture of modest, yet broad-based
expansion across the global manufacturing sector
were the performances of the Asian nations. Mild
growth was signalled in China, Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, India and Vietnam.
Brazil, Turkey, Russia and Indonesia all reported
deteriorations in business conditions in February.
Global manufacturing employment rose for the
nineteenth successive month in February, with the
rate of jobs growth remaining consistent with those
registered since September of last year.
Among the largest manufacturing nations covered
by the survey, staffing levels increased in the US,
the euro area, the UK, Taiwan, South Korea and
Brazil.
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Commenting on the survey, David Hensley, Director of
Global Economics Coordination at J.P.Morgan, said:

“Global manufacturing production continued to rise at a
pace of around 4% saar in February, continuing its run
above of growth above its long-run potential. Other key
measures from the survey also made steady progress,
with employment and new orders both expanding at
rates similar to those registered around the turn of the
year. Price pressures remain on the downside, but to a
lesser extent than in January.”
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Global Manufacturing PMI™ Summary
50 = no change on prior month.

Index
Global PMI
Output
New Orders
New Exports
Employment
Input Prices
Output Prices

Jan.
51.7
52.9
52.3
51.0
51.1
47.5
49.2

Feb. +/– Summary
52.0 + Expanding, faster rate
53.3 + Expanding, faster rate
52.3 = Expanding, same rate
50.9 – Expanding, slower rate
51.1 = Increasing, same rate
49.0 + Declining, slower rate
49.6 + Falling, slower rate

Average input prices declined for the second
successive month in February, although the rate of
deflation eased since the prior month. Factory gate
prices also posted a slight decrease, the third in as
many months.
Inventory holdings were broadly unchanged in
February, as stocks of purchases and finished
goods both fell only negligibly. Meanwhile,
purchasing activity rose for the twenty-first month in
a row.
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Contact Information:
For economics comments, data and technical queries, please call:
Markit Economics
Rob Dobson
Senior Economist
Telephone: +44-1491-461-095
Mobile: +44-7826-913-863
Email: rob.dobson@markit.com

Markit Press Office
Joanna Vickers
Corporate Communications
Telephone: +44-207-260-2234
Email: joanna.vickers@markit.com

J.P.Morgan Chase Bank
David Hensley
Director of Global Economics
Coordination
Telephone: +1-212-834-5516
Email: david.hensley@jpmorgan.com

Notes to Editors:
The Global Report on Manufacturing is compiled by Markit based on the results of surveys covering over 10,000 purchasing
executives in 32 countries. Together these countries account for an estimated 89% of global manufacturing output3.
Questions are asked about real events and are not opinion based. Data are presented in the form of diffusion indices, where
an index reading above 50.0 indicates an increase in the variable since the previous month and below 50.0 a decrease.
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Data from the Markit survey of US manufacturing are included in the global manufacturing PMI composition from February 2010 onwards.
Data prior to that date are based on the ISM US manufacturing survey.
Source: World Bank World Development Indicators (2012 data, constant US$ measure).
Source: World Bank World Development Indicators (2010 data, constant US$ measure).
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Methodology: Global Manufacturing PMI™ Indices
The Global Manufacturing PMI™ indices are all seasonally adjusted. The seasonal adjustment is applied at the national
level (as opposed to at the global aggregate level) in order to account for differing seasonal patterns in each of the nations
included. Global Manufacturing PMI™ indices are weighted according to national contributions to global manufacturing gross
value added. Weights for the global indices are derived from the latest available World Bank data on the gross value added
of manufacturing for each of the nations covered. World Bank data on value added are in constant 2005 US$, with all
national currencies converted to 2005 US$ by the World Bank using DEC alternative conversion factors.
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (NYSE: JPM) is a leading global financial services firm with
assets of $2.3 trillion and operations in more than 60 countries. The firm is a leader in
investment banking, financial services for consumers, small business and commercial
banking, financial transaction processing, asset management and private equity. A
component of the Dow Jones Industrial Average, JPMorgan Chase & Co. serves millions
of consumers in the United States and many of the world's most prominent corporate,
institutional and government clients under its J.P. Morgan and Chase brands.
Information about JPMorgan Chase & Co. is available at www.jpmorganchase.com.
Markit Economics
Markit Economics is a specialist compiler of business surveys and economic indices,
including the Purchasing Managers’ Index™ (PMI™) series, which is now available for
32 countries and key regions including the Eurozone. The PMI series has become the
most closely-watched business surveys in the world, favoured by central banks, financial
markets and business decision makers for their ability to provide up-to-date, accurate
and often unique monthly indicators of economic trends. To learn more go to
www.markit.com/economics.
Institute for Supply Management™ (ISM)
Founded in 1915, the Institute for Supply Management™ (ISM) is the largest supply
management association in the world as well as one of the most respected. ISM's
mission is to lead the supply management profession through its standards of
excellence, research, promotional activities, and education. ISM's membership base
includes more than 40,000 supply management professionals with a network of domestic
and international affiliated associations. ISM is a not-for-profit association that provides
opportunities for the promotion of the profession and the expansion of professional skills
and knowledge. www.ism.ws
International Federation of Purchasing and Supply Management (IFPSM)
The International Federation of Purchasing and Supply Management (IFPSM) is the
union of 48 national purchasing associations worldwide. Within this circle, about 250,000
purchasing professionals can be reached. IFPSM is a non-political, independent and
non-profit oriented international organisation, registered in Aarau, Switzerland. IFPSM
facilitates the development and distribution of knowledge to elevate and advance the
procurement profession, thus favourably impacting the standard of living of citizens
worldwide through improved business practices. www.ifpsm.org
The intellectual property rights to the Global Manufacturing PMI™ provided herein are owned by or licensed to Markit Economics
Limited. Any unauthorised use, including but not limited to copying, distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing
is not permitted without Markit’s prior consent. Markit shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or relating to the content
or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, inaccuracies, omissions or delays in the data, or for any actions taken in
reliance thereon. In no event shall Markit be liable for any special, incidental, or consequential damages, arising out of the use of
the data. Purchasing Managers’ Index™ and PMI™ are either registered trademarks of Markit Economics Limited or licensed to
Markit Economics Limited. Markit is a registered trade mark of Markit Group Limited.
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